Thermostats

Warmtech thermostats are constructed using high quality components and have been selected for their ease of use, functionality and good looks.
Our Range

W3115DT AU & W3115DT Black

- Programmable or non-programmable
- 3 control modes - Air, Floor & Air+Floor
- For underfloor heating and heated towel rail control
- Built-in air temperature sensor and external floor temperature sensor
- Floor model with floor sensor connector enables precise control of floor temperature for undertile heating
- Large, backlit LCD features intuitive programming icons
- 2 part design - Removable font face and switching module

Dimensions: 120 (h) x 80 (w) x 37mm (d)

W3WT01 & W3WT02 (Wi-fi enabled)

- Built-in clock/calendar with battery backup
- Includes 4 and 6 event program for automatic comfort and setback temperature.
- Up to 7 different program combinations can be created.
- Energy use – The Energy use function uses data to calculate electricity consumption and the cost of heating over a given period.
- For individual control or heating zone control.

The W3WT02 Model with Wi-Fi Technology

- Remote access and control via the user-friendly app.
- Simple set-up with an installation wizard
- The W3WT02 model includes Wi-Fi capability

Dimensions: 115 (h) x 84 (w) x 40mm (d)

W3115AF

- Advanced temperature control ensures total comfort by minimising temperature swings
- On/off switch enables thermostat shutdown at the end of heating session for added security
- Remote input works with phone or alarm system (telephone controller required)
- Temporary bypass enables temperature override without changing programming
- Floor model with floor sensor connector enables precise control of floor temperature
- Battery-free backup means no re-programming your schedule after power cuts

Dimensions: 124 (h) x 70 (w) x 23mm (d)

W3MTC-1991-WU<sub>(floor)</sub> / W3MTC-1999UCH<sub>(air)</sub>

- Remote floor sensor which is designed to meet the standard requirements for comfort, safety and energy saving.
- Locking mechanism behind the control knob to limit the amount of adjustment possible.
- The perfect solution for budget-conscious users.

Dimensions: 115 (h) x 84 (w) x 50mm (d)

To contact your local Warmtech distributor or to arrange a free, no-obligation quotation, please call 130 138 126